
Summer 2020, ECO 181LD Intro to Macroeconomics Section J
Instructor: Bhattacharjee, Sandipa (Primary)

University at Buffalo

There were: 60 possible respondents.
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(ECO 181LD) None 

Question: Course improvements 

(ECO 181LD) I felt the practice questions were very effective in understanding the course. 

(ECO 181LD) i like online 

(ECO 181LD) good 

(ECO 181LD) Quizzes and Assignments are very helpful. 

(ECO 181LD) I thought it was nice that lectures were both live and recorded for any one who could not attend or if you just wanted to rewatch lecture if
you didnt understand something that was important.

 

(ECO 181LD) The recorded lectures and recitations because i was unable to take a few of them because of my other classes. 

(ECO 181LD) Not too many assignments and they have not been difficult. 

(ECO 181LD) Sending the PowerPoint ahead of time, so I can review and have a better understanding during the lecture. 

(ECO 181LD) This is my second time taking the course and I actually understood what I was being taught this time 

(ECO 181LD) The quiz questions in particular were effective in preparing me for the exam. 

Question: Course element found effective 

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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(ECO 181LD) great
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) good
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) Very effective. Explains concepts well.
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) She was very nice and understanding. She always would ask about what we thought about an assignment or quiz and she would ask us for
feedback and change things around if it was a problem for anyone. Overall I thought she was great!

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) Pretty effective, a good overall professor.
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) Very effective
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) Great instructor, made sure the students understood all aspects of the lecture and prepared me well to complete assignments, quizzes, or
tests.

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

(ECO 181LD) Professor Bhattacharjee was always quick to respond to any questions I had and an extremely reliable instructor. His understanding and
discussion of the material made the otherwise difficult course extremely easy to transition into and learn.

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

Question: Effective teaching 

(ECO 181LD) none 

(ECO 181LD) good 

(ECO 181LD) Slower pace. 

(ECO 181LD) I dont have any improvements to suggest. The professor was very understanding and just wanted to see us all pass. 

(ECO 181LD) No improvements 

(ECO 181LD) Longer span of weeks (it was only 6). 

(ECO 181LD) Use zoom instead of Webex, because Zoom is all around a better software. 
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